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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ICP DAS USA, Inc. Introduces New Power Meter Concentrator
ICP DAS USA, Inc. introduces PMC-5151, a new web-based intelligent Power Meter
Concentrator for logging and displaying power meter information. It offers a web page interface,
and features: energy usage data collection, logic control, power demand management, data
logging and alarm notifications. PMC-5151 can be connected to Smart Power Meters via RS485 or Ethernet to read power data provided by power meters. It can provide real-time records
of the power values in the data logger file. PMC-5151 also provides users with a data logger file
automatic send-back function over email or FTP and a built-in microSD card slot. It can be used
with PMC Data Server software or SCADA software, which allows collection and analysis of
power data. It is communicable over RS-232, RS-485, Ethernet and Modbus interfaces and
protocols.
PMC-5151 is equipped with a built-in Web Server that allows direct connection via web browser
to the PMC-5151 for viewing power data and setting up system parameters. In addition to the
standard power data review page, by using the Flash HMI web page editor function on PMC5151, users can easily design a specific power monitor page by a few clicks on the browsers.
PMC-5151 also offers Modbus TCP/RTU Slave function that allows SCADA software or HMI
devices to connect to PMC-5151 to get real-time power data of the devices via Modbus
TCP/RTU protocol.
ICP DAS USA is a cost-effective leader in the U.S. industrial market; offering a stunningly
competitive price/performance ratio, while catering to the latest solutions for current industrial
trends. We seek to provide our customers with cost-effective, flexible, and easy-to-use solutions
for their Data Acquisition and Embedded Control Applications. ICP DAS USA provides a great
variety of products with modular and universal solutions for any scale application or projects.
To learn more about the variety of ideas and real projects integrated with ICP DAS hardware,
visit our website at www.icpdas-usa.com, or give us a call, toll free, at 1-888-971-9888 and one
of our engineers would be happy to assist in reviewing the project requirements, ensuring that
the highest quality solution is presented in your final application.
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